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MORE FROM THE GOOD BOOK
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denote the graph KZ * Krr.







Let Gl and G2 be any two graphs. Then the
Ramsey number :r(Gr,G2) of the pair (cl,c2) is the
least integer r such that in every partition (E1rE2)
of E(Kr) either <81>?cl or <E,2>2c2. We have
shov/n ( I4l, [5]) that solved Ramsey-number problems
involving books have used a striking variety of critical
colorings and upper bound arguments. In this paper we
consider yet nore Ramsey-number problems involving books.
These new probLems involve different techniques from
those used previously adding weight to our thesis that,
in the context of Ramsey theory, the book is indeed the
good book.
In section 2 we present without proofs two recent
PROC. 9TTI S-E CONF. COMBINATORICS, GRAPH
THEORY, AND COMPUTING, pp. 289-299.
results we have obtained i'n this area' 
In section 3 we
gi.ve the proof of Theorem 2 i'e" we show 
that if q is
a prime power and C4 is the cycle of 
length 4 then
q2 +q +2< r(cr.B 2 -,.l 
tq2 + q+4
- q -q+'t
At the outseu we must make it clear the 
methods described
in this paper follow closely the techniques 
used in t3l
which are themselves classical' However' 
the same methods
with minor adjustments lead' as we sha1l 
see' to new and
very interesting graph theoretic questions 
in this con-
text. rn sections 4 and 5 we discuss 
when t(c4'Bn2-n*1)
= qZ + q + 4 (q a prime power) ' 
we show that equality
holds if and only if there exists a 
regular graph G
of degree q+l on q2 + q + 3 vertices 
such that
",*"i 
and we discuss the existence of such 
graphs G'
We give two examples when q = 3 ' One 
of these graphs
has a transitive automorphism 
group and is constructed
in a very natural way' It seemed 
natural to conjecture
that-its construction generalized 
for higher values of
q but we show' using matrix arguments' 
that this is not
the case. At least one of the authors 
considers the
question of the existence of Lhe graphs 
G clescribecl
above for q > 3 as the most interesting 
unresolved







Let C. denote the cYcle of tength
n.
THEOREM 1.
(i) rf ,, ' tf) + : then
: f9+U, n odd











REIIARK. I€t q be a prine Power' If q is odd we
show that the upper bound in Theorem 2 hoLds as an equality
when qI = 3. If q is even then we show that
r(c,,B , ) 'q2 + q + 3'" q'-q+l
we obtain equality when q' = 2' we do not claim that
these are the only vaIues for q for which these theo-
retical upper bounds hold with equality'
3. Proof of Theorem 2
NoTATrdN. Let G be a graph and Y
denotes the set of neighbors of v'
valued function defined bY g(x) = x
write f(x) = s(s(x)) ' Then:
e v(c) . Then rc(v)
Let Y be the real
+ [ (x-1) 
L/21 + 2-
LEMMA. Let n > 2. Then r(C,rBrr) 1 f (n) '
proof. Let N > 1. Let n(KN) = (E1'E2) ' write
[= .na, and 6 = <82> i.e., the graPh on
N vertices with E(G) = n, and d is the complement
of c. suppose el ca and E;ban' Let 6 (A) be
the minimal (maximal-) degree of a vertex in G(6) ' te!
x e v(6) and suppose I f"tx) | = A' Let H be the 
in-
duced .subgraph of G with vertex set- f5(x) ' 
Since
6;[nrr, u]KI,n- Again since e]ca' F!cn' Therefore
( [3] , p.34)
Hence




ship graPh. Hence if
(2) ,
A < n + [(n-1)L/21 + ]- (1)
6>N-e





if and onlY if G is the friend-
equalitY holds 6 = 2 and' from
(21
( t2l ) con-
N=B+2
If equality does not holil in (3) ' then
N<o+t(e-1)L/27+L=
We have Proved, from (4) and (5) that
tr1 <max{g(n) +2' f(n)
(since Oz2). Hence r(Cn'Brr) < N + 1
completes the Proof'









1) = f (n) - 1
f(n). This
be a Prime Pov,er' Then
<r(c,rB, ).q2+q+4
' q--q+I
Proof, The upper bound comes from the 
lernrna' Let G
be the graph of order q2 + q + 1 derived 
from a pro-
jective plane as describect in [1] and t2l ' 
Then e] ca'
suppose x,y e V(G) and xy e e(E) ' 
Then xy { rtc)
and since the diameter of G is 2 
and ebCA
lr"tx)n r"(v) I = t' Again since 6 
t q'
lr"txl u ro(v)u{x'Y}l > zq + 1'
Hence 2
lr-txtAr5(v)l1q -q z
i.e., eDB, . thErefore r(c"B,> ) Zq'+q+2'* q'-q+1q'-q+l
Ler q be i'rrffie the set
of graphs G such that e $ca' Gle ,, 
and G has
q'-q+1
exactly q2+q+3 vertices' r'et G€G(q)' 
Then'
from (2), 6 ) q + 1' Now suppose G contains 
a vertex
x of degree > q + l' Then' since
" lr"(v)fl r"(xo)l<1(Yel"(xo)
it follows that';;; 
r+ 3 = lvrc) I >. 1 + lrc(xo) I . rrilo, 
(lrctvl l-zt
> l- + (q+2) + 1q+2) (q-I)
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tshich is a contradiction unless g = 2. It is easy to
check independently that if q, = Z then no such G exists
with a vertex of degree > 3. Hence, we obtain a contra_
diction in all cases. Hence if G e G(q) then G is
regular of degree q + 1. Now suppose G is a regular
graph of deqree q + 1 such that Clca. Let x,y e V(G)
and suppose xy e E(c). since c$ca, lfc(x) O fc(y)l < l.
Hence, since G is regular of degree q + 1
lr"tx)u r"(v) u {x,. y} I , zq + g.
Hence
lr"tx)n rc(y)l . s2 - q
i.e., clg 
zq--q+1
We have proved. therefore that
G(e) 1 {e :c!lcr, c is regular of d.egree 9 * 1,
Jvtcl I = q2 + q + 3). Any erement of G(s) we ca1l,
for reasons that will beeome clear, a Ioca11y friendly
(S) - graph.
PROPOSITION. Let q be a prime power. Then
r(cn,B 2 -) = q2 + q + 4q--q+1
if and only if C(e) I O.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the
definition of G(e).
REMARK. Suppose q is even. Then G(q) = 0. This
follows since if c e G(e) then both lVtel I and g5g
degree of each vertex of G are odd which is impossible.
Hence r(Cn,B 2 -) , q2 * q + 3. This upper bound holds- q--q+1
sometimes as an equality. For example the graph c in

















There exists at least one localLy friendly (3)_graph,







ltis graph is symmetric (in the sense that its auto-
rnorphism group has exactly one orbit) ancl its construc-
tion is uniquely determined if we make the assumption
that each edge is contained in a triangle. H has the
following properties:
(a) if xye E(c) then lrtxl n r(y) | = 1
(b) if x,ye V(G) write xRy if and onJ-y if either
x = y or x is at distance 3 from y. Then R is an
equivalence relati.on on V(G) such that each equivalence
class has cardinallty 3.
It is natural to ask if such a constructlon generalizes
for q > 3. This is the question we now investigate.
Suppose c e G(q) and G satisfies properties (a)
and(b). Let *=q2+q+3 andLet M bethem-square




Let A be the adjacency matrix of G. We can now arrange
the vertices of G slnce G is reguJ.ar of itegree q + I
and satisfies properties (a) and [b) so that
A2=t +qI-M (6)
where J is the m-square matrix with each eLement equal
to 1.
THEoREU 3. If c e G(q) and G satisfies properties









r.. + and Yrespectively. It follows that if a.b,c,d are the dimen_
sions of the eigenspaces of A corresponding to the possible
eigenvalues 61', -6:f', GZ, -G:Z respectivety then
a+r=f and c+d=Y
Proof. Our proof foLlows closely the techniques used in
t3l. Firstly, since A is regular of degree q + I,
q + 1 is an eigenvalue of A and U = (1, l,l, ...,L)
is a corresponding eigenvector. Now let p be any
eigenvalue of A (plq+l) and x an associated eigenvector.
Since A is real symmetric X and U are orthog.onal.
Hence JX = 0. Hence, using (6), ltX = (q_U2)X. Thus
if u (ulgrl) is an eigenvaLue of A then q - u2 is an
eigenvalue. of M. The eigenvalues of M are however
-1 and 2. Hence, the possible eigenvalues for A areq + 1, *'6Tf and 
^+@2. Agaii this means the possibleeigenvalues for AZ are (q+I12, (q+f) and (q_Z) . Now,again using (6), we easily check the corresponding eigen_
spaces or A2 and concr_ude rhat (q.lit;-;;;;;":"u ,n_r,are indeed the on].y e1genval.ues of A2 and that their
corresponding elgenspaces have dimensions
The eigenspace of A
corresponding to the eigenvalue q + t has dimension 1.Therefore, since the trace of A is O,
(q+L) + (2a - T,m + (2c - -OT]-)j q:Z = o
Hence, q = 3. ft is easy to verify that the graph Hin Figure 3 is the onLy graph.in G(3) satisfying pro_
perties (a) and (b). This completes the proof of the
theorem.
REI4ARK. Let c e G(q) . Let v e V(G) . Suppose that each
edge of G incident to v is contained in a triangle i.e.,Iocally at v the graph looks like the friendship graph.
We call such vertlces friendly vertices. Hence if Gsatisfies property.(a) then every vertex of G is friendly.
-296-
ahe graph H! in Figure 4
is easY to shoril that G(3)
H
Fig.4
O -f riendlY vertex
H and Hr. I{r Is not as s}munetric as II' In fact' Hr
has 3 tyPes of vertices (in the sense that the automorphism
group of IIr has 3 orblts) whereas H has only one type
of vertex. Alt the vertices of H are localIy friendly
whereas (see Fiqure 4) Ht has exactl-y 9 friendly vertices
ancl 6 "unfriendly" vertices. An unfriendly vertex v has
exactly trr,o edges incLdent to v not contained in a triangle.
It is possible that G(q) (q>3) contains rogue graphs like
Ht. Such graphs must be of diameter 3 and contain at least
2(o-ll 2







6(5) a 1ittle further
*cyclic" matrices soon
in Theorem 3 it is possible to examine
but the computations for al.l such
. become very lengthy.
Some More Values6.
PROPOSITION, If there exists a Moore graph G of degree
k-(i.e., G is regular of degree k, has girth 5 and
k2+I vertices)then
r(Co,B r) = k2 + 2 =f((k-t)2)' (k-1) -
Proof. f((k-1)2) = k2 * 2 and so, by Theorem 2,
f(cd,B ,) <k2+2- (k-1) -
Now suppose G i.s a Moore graph of degree k. Then
C ica and. since the dlameter of G is 2 and G is
(k-1)'
holds as an eguality.
REIVIARK. It is known that Moore graphs exist for
k e{3.5}. It is not knor"rn if one exists for k = 7. It
is known that such graphs do not exist for aLL other values
of k, Hence th{s proposltlon determines only two Ramsey
numbers. However, it does illuminate the d.epth of the
probJ.en in general. "
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